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Startups still hiring in Europe amid
coronavirus
A list of European startups that are still hiring in the current
climate.
By Connor Bilboe
Wednesday 1 April 2020
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ever fear, there’s still work out there. As many European citizens are hit by layoffs
and redundancies from companies closing shop for the time being — there are
others still welcoming new hires with open arms. From Revolut to Alan and Kry, some
companies are booming and looking for new talent to keep up with increased
demand.
But where can you find these startups? Look no further, they’re right here.
We’ve listed open positions by European country. Whether you, a friend or a
colleague are on the lookout for a job, check out what’s in store. You never know,

Meatable, a Delft-based cultivated meat startup has some interesting
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taly
iGenius, a Milan-headquartered startup using artificial intelligence and machine
learning to produce responsive data analytics for businesses, is hiring for remote
work only. Due to coronavirus, it’s started a remote onboarding scheme; new
starters can sign documents digitally and iGenius will deliver necessary working
equipment to them. There are various positions here.
TalentGarden, a Milan-based startup connecting digital communities of small
businesses, freelancers and entrepreneurs, has posted various roles here.
Supermercato24, a Milan-situated online grocery and home delivery startup, is
offering positions in tech, business development, design and more.
Evo Pricing, a London-based startup using machine learning to help companies
predict analysis of price management, promotion, forecasting and supply
decisions is looking for data scientists, IT specialists and ETL experts for its
Torino, Italy base.
BOOM Imagestudio, a Milan-headquartered startup offering international ondemand photographic services continues to expand its team despite coronavirus.
It’s currently on the lookout for business developers, engineers and more.

